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hp alm rest api login using php curl stack overflow - here we go i followed the qc rest api documentation to study the
order that qc expects requests to be made i ve tested it against alm11 i m new to curl as well but this should get you in and
working, php unable to set private key file using curl stack - i want to connect to a secured site using php curl the site
owners gave us four files sitename key sitename p12 sitename pem icom live ca pem and the pem pass, curl post syntax
work under windows super user - another option is just to use the windows subsystem for linux wsl which lets you run
linux programs including the default ubuntu versions of bash and curl, powershell equivalent of curl super user - in
powershell some parameter names can be implicitly derived from the order of the parameter values you can see this
through looking at get help curl you ll see invoke webrequest uri uri with the brackets indicating uri can be left out and
therefore implicitly invoked as i mentioned in the main post in general you ought be explicit where you or others are going to
read your, curl resolve option not working hostname was not found - i am attempting to use curl s resolve option to
connect to the specified ip address when performing the http request but curl keeps reverting back to the ip address as
retrieved by my local dns, programming pid loops in c software engineering stack - i m an electrical engineer that was
kind of thrust into the digital world and learning as i go i m programming a ti processor to do a pid proportional integral
derivative loop illustrated by this, top 15 data structures and algorithm interview questions - data structures and
algorithm questions are an important part of any programming job interview be it a java interview c interview or any other
programming language, books in the mathematical sciences - this site is intended as a resource for university students in
the mathematical sciences books are recommended on the basis of readability and other pedagogical value topics range
from number theory to relativity to how to study calculus, linux who last modified file server fault - this is far from reliable
but if we are talking about shell access you could cross reference the file s modification time with the users logged in at that
time last and then check their bash history or equivalent for editing commands even grep h filename home bash history
could give you a starting point, the 20 worst nes games of all time cracked com - bible adventures a game mixing all the
fun of learning about god with all the excitement of wandering around aimlessly i know this game didn t actually get the
coveted nintendo seal of approval but it s too bad to not mention here, linux what is this ip address 169 254 169 254
server - this is a special case of an apipa address the op is not asking for 169 254 x x as well as being an apipa address
this is the internal address used by aws ec2 instances for ec2meta queries via http curl say, how to kick fungal acne s ass
the treatment bible for - what is pityrosporum folliculitis a f cking a hole that s what alright but seriously pityrosporum
folliculitis a k a malassezia folliculitis is an acne like breakout often accompanied by itchiness that flares most in areas with a
lot of sebaceous activity 1, comprehensive nclex questions most like the nclex - delegation strategies for the nclex
prioritization for the nclex infection control for the nclex free resources for the nclex free nclex quizzes for the nclex free
nclex exams for the nclex failed the nclex help is here
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